Our Mission
Providing a balanced and innovative international education that enables students
to achieve their individual potential while preparing them to be successful citizens
who make positive contributions to society and the world.
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•

Head of School Notes

•

Language Week ctd.

•

Scholastic Books are on the way

Head of School Notes
Dear Student and Parents,
Today I wanted to share some quotes on optimism - some funny, some deep and critical, but
all thought provoking - and play a little game. These quotes come from people who are
famous in different fields.
We have a Czech author/dissident/president, a rock star, a Supreme Court Judge, two
American and one Irish author, a comedian, and a corporate manager. Do you know who is
who?
Optimism is a kind of heart stimulant - the digitalis of failure. Elbert Hubbard

Comedy is acting out optimism. Robin Williams
Pessimism and optimism are slammed up against each other in my records, the tension
between them is where it's all at, it's what lights the fire. Bruce Springsteen
So many people grew up with challenges, as I did. There weren't always happy things
happening to me or around me. But when you look at the core of goodness within yourself - at
the optimism and hope - you realize it comes from the environment you grew up in. Sonia
Sotomayor
Optimism doesn't wait on facts. It deals with prospects. Pessimism is a waste of time. Norman
Cousins
Hope is definitely not the same thing as optimism. It is not the conviction that something will
turn out well, but the certainty that something makes sense, regardless of how it turns out.
Vaclav Havel
What I've really learned over time is that optimism is a very, very important part of leadership.
Bob Iger
The basis of optimism is sheer terror. Oscar Wilde
I wish everyone a peaceful and productive day.
Dr. James W. Pilton

Language Week for French
THURSDAY / JEUDI :
French around the world / La langue française dans le monde

Do you know that Mrs Pacqué, our French teacher, is from Belgium? You
know this small country bordering France really famous for its chocolate,
wafels and football players! But why does she speak French if she is not
French? Because French is not only spoken in France but in different
countries around the world as an official or non official language. This is
called “la Francophonie”! Do you want to see which countries you could
never imagine that speak French? Open the
video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVqZ-3ki3Jo
Challenge 4 :
No need to be an artist to create art! For this challenge you need small
research and creativity. Pick a French speaking country you learned today
and create your own Francophonie poster drawing, painting, gluing,
glittering, scraping, building …
To win this challenge at least 5 elements have to be on your poster:
- the shape of the country
- the name of the country
- the flag

- the languages spoken in this country

- something famous in this country.
Send us a picture of your creation at info@isz.co.tz !

Language Week for Swahili
Alhamisi /Thursday :

Make a poster!!
Using any swahili saying proverb, riddle and quotes. make a poster and send
it to info@isz.co.tz.

Family Feature: My Study Space

We continue to invite students and parents to share with us the study space you created. Send
us a picture and a caption to info@isz.co.tz or share it with your homeroom teacher.
Thank you for sharing.
Today we present Year 7 student, Muskan, dressed up in Swahili garb. What a beautiful outfit!

Our Scholastic Order Has Shipped
If you want to track our shipment, please click on these links

Tracking for Parcel 1 (1Z4145EX0442166125)
Tracking for Parcel 1 (1Z4145EX0442990510)

UPCOMING EVENTS
•

OFFICE HOURS FROM 9AM TO 3PM MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY

•

Language Week May 11-15

Nurture, Empower, Lead

